. Assembly, operation, and cell must be less than one failure in 54.4k shots. The 6 maintenance procedures have also been developed to injector cells which are run at a lower voltage are part of improve the performance of the induction cells. the injector subsystem and were not included in Acceptance criteria for the new design have been developing the accelerator cell reliability statistics.
. Assembly, operation, and cell must be less than one failure in 54.4k shots. The 6 maintenance procedures have also been developed to injector cells which are run at a lower voltage are part of improve the performance of the induction cells. the injector subsystem and were not included in Acceptance criteria for the new design have been developing the accelerator cell reliability statistics. III. CELL ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA acceptance tests were performed. If there was a voltage breakdown on the main pulse, a failure was recorded. A From the results of previous tests of the oil and vacuum voltage breakdown on reversal was not counted as a regions, vacuum flashover across the insulator was failure since it would not lead to a failed radiographic assumed to be the dominant cell failure mode. Because of shot. 200 kV shots were defined as having that average the large number of shots required to demonstrate the voltage over a 2 Fts duration, an overtest compared to the required reliability at the nominal voltage of 200 kV, 1.5 !ts pulse duration requirement. The higher voltages accelerated testing was employed using voltage and pulse were defined by scaling this voltage up with the width scaling relationships as defined by the semi-corresponding decrease in duration because of a fixed empirical expression FBD = k t-1/6 A-1/10 where FBD is the amount of core volt-seconds. It should be noted that the electric field on a vacuum insulator (with a constant k) for cores are just driven into saturation for this nominal 200 which there is a 50% probability of breakdown [2] . The kV, 2 !ts test waveform. For example, a 250 kV shot had time and area scaling exponents of -b1/6 and -1/10, a 1.6 !ts duration and was equivalent to 10.37 200 kV respectively, are reasonable for 45 degree plastic shots with 1.5 ns duration, based on the time and area insulators and pulse durations up to 100 ns, but are likely scaling exponent assumptions described earlier. to be different for the particular field grading After more than 190k shots at voltages ranging from configuration, material, and pulse duration of the DARHT 200 kV to 250 kV, there were no failures (see Table 2 ).
II induction cell insulator. To address this concern, the Without any scaling for increased voltage, this test was acceptance tests were designed to include a large number equivalent to making 800 full accelerator shots 3.5 times.
of shots at multiple voltages to generate directly relevant With the previously described scaling assumptions, this voltage scalings. The tests were also designed to include test was equivalent to making 800 full accelerator shots a significant number of shots so that even without the 18.6 times. From these results, there is greater than 90% scaling assumptions, there would be sufficient statistics to confidence that the cell reliability requirement has been indicate whether the reliability requirements had been achieved with this set of prototype cells. These achieved. From a reliability assurance Table 1 were defined and can be described as to shot-to-shot variations and not sample-to-sample the allowed number of failures for multiple 800 variations. However, the testing of six total cells and the accelerator shot tests to have 90% confidence that the low failure rate give confidence that cell-to-cell variations inverse failure rate for the ensemble of accelerator cells is may be acceptably low in the full accelerator cell at least 800.
ensemble. Because there were no failures, no information was gained on the time and area scaling for voltage From the results of these acceptance tests, there is checkout test, the problem was identified and corrected. confidence that the lifetime requirement of the cells has The 200 shots at 250 kV were then repeated. After each also been achieved. Without any scaling for increased cell passed the checkout test, the prescribed reliability voltage, one cell was tested for 1.2 lifetimes, 3 cells were tested for 0.8 lifetimes, and 2 cells were tested for 0.2 completed component tests, indicate the design is robust lifetimes.
With the previously described scaling and meets the reliability and lifetime requirements with assumptions, three cells were tested for 4.3 lifetimes, one greater than 90% confidence level.
Assembly, cell was tested for 3.4 lifetimes, and two cells were tested installation, and cleaning procedures used during the for 1.8 lifetimes at 200 kV and 1.5 Fts with no failures or prototype cell acceptance tests will be used for the evidence of degradation. production cells to ensure similar results. Production cell acceptance tests are a planned quality assurance and V. COMPONENT TESTS quality control step to qualify cells for service.
In addition to the prototype cell acceptance tests, VIII. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS component tests on individual cells were performed to address specific conditions in the accelerator hall. There is also one prototype cell which will be installed into the accelerator and tested in July with beam and magnetic field.
VI. PRODUCTION CELL ACCEPTANCE TESTS
Production cell acceptance tests are planned to qualify the cells before they are put into service. All cells must complete 400 shots at 250 kV in the assembly area without any voltage breakdowns. If a voltage breakdown occurs, the cell will be inspected, repaired as necessary, and the 400 shot sequence will be restarted. All cells must also complete 400 shots at 250 kV in the accelerator hall after installation without any voltage breakdowns. If a voltage breakdown occurs, the cell will be inspected, repaired as necessary, and the 400 shot sequence will be restarted.
VII. CONCLUSION
Acceptance criteria have been developed for the prototype cells to ensure that the reliability and lifetime requirements are met. The results from prototype cell acceptance tests, in addition to the results from the
